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Request for Reconsideration after Final Action

The table below presents the data as entered.
Input Field

Entered

SERIAL NUMBER

85935508

LAW OFFICE ASSIGNED

LAW OFFICE 110

MARK SECTION
MARK FILE NAME

https://tmng-al.uspto.gov/resting2/api/img/85935508/large

LITERAL ELEMENT

SMART LINK SYSTEMS

STANDARD CHARACTERS

NO

USPTO-GENERATED IMAGE

NO

ARGUMENT(S)
It is asserted in the outstanding Office Action that the specimen does not show use of the mark with the services. Applicant
respectfully disagrees.
In this regard, the relevant services are “Monitoring roadside billboards for business purposes, namely, using images of roadside
billboards for assisting advertisers in confirming compliance with contractual terms related to advertising dates for roadside billboards.” It is
asserted in the Office Action that “the specimen does not show the applied-for mark in use in commerce with any of the services specified in
International Class 35 in the statement of use.” Specifically, it is asserted by the Examiner that “the specimen shows use in connection with a
system and software that allows customers themselves to monitor billboards, but it does not show that the applicant actually provides
monitoring services.”
The specimen submitted by the Applicant states “The SmartLink TM DigitalView from Outdoorline, Inc.® will send images of the
billboard copy at time intervals chosen by the user!” Thus, the user receives images of the billboard so that he or she can confirm that the
appropriate advertisement is being displayed at the appropriate time. Capturing and sending images of billboards, as stated in the specimen, is
part of a “monitoring” service that is provided to the user. The fact that the user is able to view images to confirm the advertisement does not
change the fact that at least a portion of the monitoring is provided by Applicant’s services. That is, the user himself or herself does not have
to capture and send images of a billboard being monitored, and Applicant handles at least a portion of the monitoring process, which is all that
is required for the specimen to be acceptable in the instant case. Moreover, it is incorrect to state that the specimen does not show the appliedfor mark in use with any of the specified services.
Further, irrespective of the foregoing, it is important to note that transmission of images to the user at user-specified times is only a
portion or a feature of the services advertised by the specimen. The specimen includes a drawing that shows the architecture of the
“SmartLink” system. Specifically, the specimen shows a camera that captures an image of a billboard and a “Smartlink” 302 device that
sends the image to a “SmartLink” server, which then provides the images through the Internet to devices connected to the Internet. The
specimen also states that there are “Stored images in the SmartLink TM System”. That is, the “SmartLink” server not only sends images to
the user at times chosen by the user, but it also stores the images in the “SmartLink” server, thereby defining a history of the billboard over
time. Moreover, the act of capturing and storing images over time is an act of “monitoring.” The term “monitoring” does not require an
assessment of whether the appropriate ad is displayed but rather requires a system to watch or keep track of the roadside billboard. See
Exhibit A, which defines “monitoring” as “to watch, keep track of, or check.” Indeed, the description of services do not include
confirming compliance of contractual terms related to advertising dates but rather recites “ assisting advertisers in confirming compliance with
contractual terms related to advertising dates for roadside billboards,” which is clearly performed by the “SmartLink” system through the
capturing and storing of billboard images. (Emphasis added). Capturing and storing billboard images at a server is clearly a form of
watching or keeping track of and, thus, constitutes “monitoring.”
EVIDENCE SECTION
EVIDENCE FILE NAME(S)
ORIGINAL PDF FILE

evi_19821115650-20180515191553391079_._14350-0025_Exhibit_A.pdf

CONVERTED PDF FILE(S)
(3 pages)

\\TICRS\EXPORT17\IMAGEOUT17\859\355\85935508\xml8\RFR0002.JPG
\\TICRS\EXPORT17\IMAGEOUT17\859\355\85935508\xml8\RFR0003.JPG
\\TICRS\EXPORT17\IMAGEOUT17\859\355\85935508\xml8\RFR0004.JPG

DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE FILE

a copy of pages from the Webster dictionary.

SIGNATURE SECTION
RESPONSE SIGNATURE

/joneholland/

SIGNATORY'S NAME

Jon E. Holland

SIGNATORY'S POSITION

Attorney of Record, AL Bar Member

SIGNATORY'S PHONE NUMBER

256-551-0171

DATE SIGNED

05/15/2018

AUTHORIZED SIGNATORY

YES

CONCURRENT APPEAL NOTICE FILED

YES

FILING INFORMATION SECTION
SUBMIT DATE

Tue May 15 20:08:51 EDT 2018

TEAS STAMP

USPTO/RFR-XXX.XXX.XXX.XX20180515200851384997-8593
5508-610458a2446fd9d75771
53a5d6e36fcbee82fec366832
67c7ff718a2b755bb98bea-N/
A-N/A-2018051519155339107
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Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.
PTO Form 1960 (Rev 10/2011)
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Request for Reconsideration after Final Action
To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
Application serial no. 85935508 SMART LINK SYSTEMS (Stylized and/or with Design, see https://tmngal.uspto.gov/resting2/api/img/85935508/large) has been amended as follows:
ARGUMENT(S)
In response to the substantive refusal(s), please note the following:
It is asserted in the outstanding Office Action that the specimen does not show use of the mark with the services. Applicant respectfully
disagrees.
In this regard, the relevant services are “Monitoring roadside billboards for business purposes, namely, using images of roadside
billboards for assisting advertisers in confirming compliance with contractual terms related to advertising dates for roadside billboards.” It is
asserted in the Office Action that “the specimen does not show the applied-for mark in use in commerce with any of the services specified in
International Class 35 in the statement of use.” Specifically, it is asserted by the Examiner that “the specimen shows use in connection with a
system and software that allows customers themselves to monitor billboards, but it does not show that the applicant actually provides monitoring
services.”
The specimen submitted by the Applicant states “The SmartLink TM DigitalView from Outdoorline, Inc.® will send images of the
billboard copy at time intervals chosen by the user!” Thus, the user receives images of the billboard so that he or she can confirm that the

appropriate advertisement is being displayed at the appropriate time. Capturing and sending images of billboards, as stated in the specimen, is
part of a “monitoring” service that is provided to the user. The fact that the user is able to view images to confirm the advertisement does not
change the fact that at least a portion of the monitoring is provided by Applicant’s services. That is, the user himself or herself does not have to
capture and send images of a billboard being monitored, and Applicant handles at least a portion of the monitoring process, which is all that is
required for the specimen to be acceptable in the instant case. Moreover, it is incorrect to state that the specimen does not show the appliedfor mark in use with any of the specified services.
Further, irrespective of the foregoing, it is important to note that transmission of images to the user at user-specified times is only a
portion or a feature of the services advertised by the specimen. The specimen includes a drawing that shows the architecture of the
“SmartLink” system. Specifically, the specimen shows a camera that captures an image of a billboard and a “Smartlink” 302 device that sends
the image to a “SmartLink” server, which then provides the images through the Internet to devices connected to the Internet. The specimen
also states that there are “Stored images in the SmartLink TM System”. That is, the “SmartLink” server not only sends images to the user at
times chosen by the user, but it also stores the images in the “SmartLink” server, thereby defining a history of the billboard over time.
Moreover, the act of capturing and storing images over time is an act of “monitoring.” The term “monitoring” does not require an assessment
of whether the appropriate ad is displayed but rather requires a system to watch or keep track of the roadside billboard. See Exhibit A,
which defines “monitoring” as “to watch, keep track of, or check.” Indeed, the description of services do not include confirming
compliance of contractual terms related to advertising dates but rather recites “ assisting advertisers in confirming compliance with contractual
terms related to advertising dates for roadside billboards,” which is clearly performed by the “SmartLink” system through the capturing and
storing of billboard images. (Emphasis added). Capturing and storing billboard images at a server is clearly a form of watching or keeping
track of and, thus, constitutes “monitoring.”

EVIDENCE
Evidence in the nature of a copy of pages from the Webster dictionary. has been attached.
Original PDF file:
evi_19821115650-20180515191553391079_._14350-0025_Exhibit_A.pdf
Converted PDF file(s) ( 3 pages)
Evidence-1
Evidence-2
Evidence-3
SIGNATURE(S)
Request for Reconsideration Signature
Signature: /joneholland/ Date: 05/15/2018
Signatory's Name: Jon E. Holland
Signatory's Position: Attorney of Record, AL Bar Member
Signatory's Phone Number: 256-551-0171
The signatory has confirmed that he/she is an attorney who is a member in good standing of the bar of the highest court of a U.S. state, which
includes the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other federal territories and possessions; and he/she is currently the owner's/holder's attorney
or an associate thereof; and to the best of his/her knowledge, if prior to his/her appointment another U.S. attorney or a Canadian attorney/agent
not currently associated with his/her company/firm previously represented the owner/holder in this matter: (1) the owner/holder has filed or is
concurrently filing a signed revocation of or substitute power of attorney with the USPTO; (2) the USPTO has granted the request of the prior
representative to withdraw; (3) the owner/holder has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her in this matter; or (4) the owner's/holder's
appointed U.S. attorney or Canadian attorney/agent has filed a power of attorney appointing him/her as an associate attorney in this matter.
The applicant is filing a Notice of Appeal in conjunction with this Request for Reconsideration.
Serial Number: 85935508
Internet Transmission Date: Tue May 15 20:08:51 EDT 2018
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/RFR-XXX.XXX.XXX.XX-201805152008513
84997-85935508-610458a2446fd9d7577153a5d
6e36fcbee82fec36683267c7ff718a2b755bb98b
ea-N/A-N/A-20180515191553391079

